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Abstract: Decentralized finance (DeFi) has exploded in popularity with a billion-dollar market cap.
While uncollateralized lending, known as a flash loan, emerged from DeFi, it has become a primary
tool used by attackers to drain investment tokens from DeFi networks. The existing countermeasures
seem practical, but no comprehensive quantitative analysis framework was available to test them. This
paper proposes the Flash loan Attack Analysis (FAA) framework, which aids security practitioners
in understanding the DeFi system’s effects on preventative methods when various factors change.
The quantitative predictions can help security professionals in identifying hidden dangers and more
efficiently adopting countermeasure strategies. The simulation predicts that the existing strategy, fair
reserves, can fully protect the platform in a typical market environment; however, in a highly volatile
market where the token price drops by 60% in a single hour, it will be broken, causing more than
$8 million in damage.
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1. Introduction

Blockchain technology has enabled the emergence of new financial markets and
instruments, so-called decentralized finance (DeFi) [1]. As opposed to traditional financial
markets, DeFi removes intermediaries from most parts of the transactions [2]. In particular,
DeFi has demonstrated several advantages in terms of decentralization, and censorship
resistance; it also provides liquidity for long-tailed assets through automated market
makers, such as the ubiquitous constant function market makers [3]. Hence, DeFi grew
rapidly between 2021 and 2022, with approximately $220 billion in total value locked
(TVL) [4]. This growth indicates its potential to control a sizable transaction volume of
global finance in the future.

One of the new concepts that has emerged from blockchain-based financial markets is
an uncollateralized lending service known as a flash loan [5], in which a borrower can take
out cryptocurrency loans without providing any collateral and repay the loan with interest
in the same transaction as the loan origination. These activities need to be bundled into the
transaction to ensure the atomicity property; therefore, the lender’s profit is guaranteed,
or the transaction is canceled. Usually, a flash loan is used to swap loan collateral asset
types or pursue arbitrage opportunities with minimal capital outlay; also, the flash loan
service is popular among decentralized exchange (DEX) platforms. For instance, one could
borrow USDT from a flash loan provider and exchange it for ETH on a market at a discount
rate. The borrower then sells that ETH at a premium rate in another market to obtain
more USDT. The flash loan protocol requires the borrower to repay USDT with a small fee.
The remaining USDT becomes borrower’s profit. All steps are executed in one transaction.

Although DeFi brings new opportunities to the financial market, many exploitations
have emerged, especially attacks related to flash loans that allow malicious traders to
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manipulate markets by using uncollateralized loans. Warp Finance and Ecosystem report
significant assets lost due to flash loan attacks. Notable examples include the loss of
$7.8 million DAI from the Warp Finance attack [6] and $0.53 million in damage from the
Dopple Finance hack [7]. Generally, after a postmortem, remediation methods will be
proposed to prevent future attacks. For instance, the Alpha Finance lead developer [8]
reveals that the attacker in the Warp Finance exploit used the LP token value calculation
vulnerability. Since the reserved amount used is in real-time, it can be manipulated,
allowing the attacker to change the reserved amount by exploiting the flash loan service. In
response, Alpha Finance proposed a prevention solution by introducing the time-weighted-
average reserve (TWAR), so-called “fair reserves”. This method calculates the LP token
price based on the average amount of tokens in the Alpha Finance pool [8]. On the other
hand, after the Warp Finance postmortem [7], the time-weighted average price (TWAP) [9]
was proposed to protect against flash loan attacks. The TWAP is calculated by dividing
the total value of all trades made within the specified time period by the total volume
of those trades. The TWAP method thwarts attackers from the Warp Finance; however,
solutions such as the fair reserves model are ad hoc and require highly specialized experts
in the DeFi and blockchain system to create. Moreover, debugging the distributed system
is complicated, and the number of field experts is limited. An exploited platform loses not
only equity but also the project’s credibility. Therefore, intensive validation is required to
minimize vulnerabilities in the system. Despite the high demand for a solution to this issue,
the number of articles related to smart contract model validation remains very limited.

Therefore, this paper proposes a novel Flash loan Attack Analysis (FAA) framework
to help providers analyze DeFi attacks and validate mitigation solutions based on a mathe-
matical simulation. The simulation is not only efficient at revealing hidden risks but also
cost effective. The Warp Finance attack [6] was used to validate the mathematical models
of the proposed framework, specifically, by using the Ethereum blockchain data snapshot
at block number 11,473,329, which was the time of attack. Thus, the FAA simulation is
compatible with real-world blockchain data. Moreover, by using attack flow data from
a previous incident, FAA can validate the efficiency of mitigation models used by the
prevention protocols. Specifically, we conducted analyses of existing risk mitigation (e.g.,
the fair reserve model [8]) to determine its efficiency. The fair reserves model was defined
as a mathematical plugin for our proposed model to analyze the damage from the incident
after the fair reserves were applied. Finally, we conducted complete quantitative analyses
that will assist experts in comparing the effectiveness of different prevention models and
discovering the hidden risks of each solution. Specifically, when the FAA framework is suc-
cessfully applied, a risk report on the protocol can be generated. Here, the report contains
results from the mitigation test, the internal parameter test, and the external parameter test.
Hence, a DeFi developer or expert could adjust and re-evaluate the prevention model to
minimize the risks of the system accordingly.

Our framework is designed for assessing and delineating the DEX platform that
utilizes flash loans without restrictions. It is not suitable for the DEX platform that bans
flash loans or imposes some kinds of flash loan attack protections (more details in Section 5).
Additionally, this framework can only apply to the DEX platform, which retrieves the on-
chain data (transactions from the blockchain). In contrast, it is not suitable for the platform
that takes off-chain data (the value outside of the blockchain).

To the best of our knowledge, there is no similar DeFi risk assessment framework that
specifically analyzes price manipulation attacks with flash loans. Thus, it is safe to state
that the proposed framework is a novel work in this area. The approach can be specifically
used for the flash loan price manipulation attack. We design the framework using the
complex Warp Finance exploit case and make it broad enough to cover other flash loan
price attack cases.

This work emphasizes the design of the smart contract code that is secured from a
flash loan attack. Our contributions are as follows:
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(i) We proposed the FAA framework that allows security researchers to simulate attacks
in different environments and a suitable and versatile risk countermeasure for the
DeFi platform (see details in Sections 3.1 and 3.2).

(ii) We analyzed the efficiency of the existing fair reserves model by determining the
potential damage prevented by the model in many circumstances. The report from
the proposed FAA framework provides insight validation of the fair reserves protocol.
It is crucial to ensure that the model is well validated before applying it to prevent
potential damage (details are given in Section 3.3).

(iii) We conducted simulations on flash loan sizes, collateral ratios, and market conditions
to predict the degree of damage on the DeFi platform. Our analyses unveil the
strengths and weaknesses of the existing TWAP and fair reserves models with respect
to various internal and external conditions. Details of the analyses are discussed in
Sections 3.4 and 3.5, while our insights are presented in Section 4.

(iv) We suggested a holistic prevention approach, which consists of the top six (6) best
countermeasures to flash loan attacks (Section 5).

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews blockchain and DeFi, the benefits
of flash loans, exploit cases, and prevention methods. Section 3 describes the FAA frame-
work and demonstrates the application of the framework with the Warp Finance exploit.
The case is analyzed in many respects, including mitigation tests, internal parameter tests,
and external parameter tests. Section 4 presents our insights from the analyses. Section 5
discusses the experimental results and demonstrates additional prevention methods. Fi-
nally, the work is concluded in Section 6.

2. Related Work
2.1. Blockchain, DeFi, and Smart Contract

Blockchain technology can be applied in various domains such as logistic [10], vot-
ing [11], and payment [12]. In addition, it generates innovation, especially in a financial
domain. It eliminates several operating costs in the centralized financial system. Hence, the
blockchain led to the emergence of DeFi, which comprises various financial services [13],
such as stable coins, lending, borrowing, exchange, lottery, crowdfunding, etc. Specifically,
a smart contract [2] is one of the key technologies that eliminate several operating costs
required by the centralized financial system. Additionally, the smart contract is a crucial
mechanism used to guarantee the integrity of a review platform [14,15].

The new ecosystem attracts many investors, as it is easier to transfer digital assets
represented by tokens among user while users’ privacy is preserved [16]. As reported by Gua
and Liang [17], DeFi yields a significant profit over traditional finance (TradFi) in 2016.

2.1.1. DeFi Vulnerability

Indeed, all investment opportunities come with risks. Particularly, several kinds of
platform vulnerabilities. DeFi vulnerabilities can take many different forms and can have
various motivations, but some common categories of DeFi attacks include:

(i) Price manipulation: These attacks involve the use of flash loans [18] or oracle [19]
to manipulate the prices of assets on a DeFi platform and potentially profit from the
price changes.

(ii) Data leakage: The sensitive data are exposed from phishing [20,21] or hacking [22].
These attacks involve the use of fake websites or other methods to trick users into
revealing sensitive information, such as their private keys, which can then be used to
steal their funds.

(iii) Smart contract exploits: These attacks take advantage of vulnerabilities in the smart
contracts that underlie DeFi platforms, allowing attackers to steal or redirect funds. For
instance, the smart contract weakness classification (SWC) [23], reentrancy attack [24],
front-running attack [25], and rug pull scam [26].
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Interestingly, although DeFi protocols must be audited before they can be used, most
of them are still compromised by attackers [22,27–32]. This indicates that smart contract
verification cannot guarantee platform security. Moreover, when the code of the smart
contract is upgraded, new vulnerabilities might appear.

2.1.2. Defi Risk Assessment Framework

In response to various DeFi vulnerabilities, many risk assessment frameworks have
been proposed. For instance, Songsom et al. [23] proposed an algorithm to efficiently
detect vulnerabilities from smart contract codes. Pengcheng Xia et al. [33], on the other
hand, devised a machine learning model that automatically labels the scam from Uniswap
V2 transactions history. Later, Mazorra et al. [26] proposed a framework to predict the
malicious movements from ongoing trading activities. Since the flash loan attack is a
different kind of vulnerability, our proposed work is complementary to these approaches.

There are many cases of rug pulls in DeFi that cannot be prevented using the time-
weighted average price solution. However, this research only focuses on non-rug pull cases.

2.2. Flash Loans

A flash loan [34] is an uncollateralized and unsecured loan that must be repaid within
a single blockchain transaction, guaranteed by a smart contract. The smart contract can
execute any arbitrary code after borrowing to ensure that the funds are returned within
the scope of the same transaction [5]. If the debt is not repaid within one transaction, the
smart contract will revert all the buy/sell activities, meaning that it is as if the loan had
never occurred. Various DeFi platforms provide flash loan services, such as dYdX [35],
Uniswap [36], and Aave [37], which is one of the first DeFi platforms for flash loans. Flash
loans currently have four main use cases.

2.2.1. Arbitrageur

DeFi economics [38–40] explores how individuals, businesses, and stakeholders ex-
change or distribute tokens at reasonable prices considering demand and supply. Arbi-
trageurs seek to buy tokens at a low price and sell them back at a higher price. Hence, the
arbitrage mechanism helps to decrease the price gap between different DeFi platforms and
increases market efficiency.

On the other hand, greedy arbitrageurs could manipulate the token price by using a
large amount of funding, particularly by exploiting the flash loan service. If they do not
have enough tokens in their wallets, flash loans will be used to borrow from a flash loan
provider (e.g., Aave [37]) to leverage their trading position sizes and gain more profit.

2.2.2. Collateral Swap

A collateral swap describes the swapping of the collateral backing the user’s loan for
another type of collateral. Cryptocurrency traders swap collateral when they expect the
value of the swapping currency to decrease in the future. When they return the collateral,
the actual value will be lower than the initial value, which is beneficial. For instance,
consider that deposits an amount of ETH as collateral to borrow DAI and then wishes to
swap collateral from ETH to BAT. However, he or she does not have enough DAI to get
ETH back. One way to overcome this issue is to use a flash loan, borrowing DAI from a
flash loan provider for a closing position by repaying DAI and receiving ETH back. Then,
he or she swaps ETH to BAT using any DeFi swap provider (e.g., Uniswap [41]). Finally,
he or she deposits BAT, borrows DAI again, and eventually returns DAI to the flash loan
provider. All these steps need to be in a single transaction. Some DeFi lending platforms
offer token borrowing with collateral, e.g., MakerDAO [42].

2.2.3. Self-Liquidation

When traders hold their trading position near liquidation, a flash loan can be used for
self-liquidation when the price falls. For example, we can obtain DAI from a flash loan to
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close a DAI dept position. Then, we unlock ETH and swap it for DAI and repay DAI to the
flash loan, receiving the rest of the ETH back [34].

2.2.4. Lower Transaction Fees

Since flash loans need to combine several financial transactions into a single transaction,
the transaction fees are potentially lower than paying each transaction cost separately [34].
Therefore, some traders use flash loans to earn profit from the lower transaction fees.

2.3. Flash Loan Attacks

Although a flash loan can be helpful, as previously described with several use cases,
it can augment a token economic exploit, especially price manipulation as known as a
flash loan attack. The flash loan attack is a type of attack on a DeFi platform that involves
the use of flash loans. In the flash loan attack, an attacker borrows a large amount of
cryptocurrency through a flash loan, and then uses the borrowed funds to manipulate the
prices of certain assets on the platform. For example, the attacker might use the borrowed
funds to artificially inflate the price of a particular asset, and then sell the asset at the
inflated price in order to profit. Flash loan attacks can be particularly damaging to DeFi
platforms, as they can disrupt the normal functioning of the platform and potentially lead
to losses for other users. Flash loan attacks can also be difficult to detect and prevent, as
they often involve complex financial transactions that are executed very quickly.

As discussed previously, an arbitrageur’s objective is to augment price gaps in DeFi
liquidity pools [43]. Here, liquidity provider pool size and trading volumes impact the
profit (i.e., price differences) that the arbitrageur can obtain. Unfortunately, a malicious
arbitrageur could exploit the flash loan service to manipulate market prices before arbi-
traging. Price manipulation is exemplified in the bitcoin ecosystem [44] by pump and
dump schemes [27–29]. These schemes artificially pump up asset values to sell a position
previously acquired at a better price.

Although many DeFi platforms advertise no fund risk, smart contract bugs, or op-
erational security exploits, they have lost considerable funds because they lack price
manipulation protection. As a result, several platforms have lost a large amount of liquidity.
For instance, Bzx lost approximately $900K to supercharge financial attacks over a long
weekend in the US [22,30,31]. Harvest finance [45] lost 33.8 M in October 2020. In the same
year, an attacker used the Curve Finance Y pool [32] to swap funds and stretch stable coin
prices out of proportion. Recently, $90 million was taken from the most popular lending
and borrowing pool, compound [46]. A Flashot article [18] illustrates a snapshot from
the DeFi attack using flash loans, where the attacker intertwines asset flows with smart
contracts to manipulate the market price and thus benefit. New flash loan exploit cases
occur frequently. Hence, it is essential to understand and learn prevention methods to
secure the DeFi world.

Additionally, other security vulnerabilities are based on the smart contract layer,
apart from common vulnerabilities. Although most vulnerabilities can be protected by
using prevention techniques recommended by well-known security auditors, many smart
contract developers may be unaware of these issues.

2.4. Flash Loan Attack Prevention

Despite the high number of attack incidents discussed in the last section, only a limited
number of attack prevention and countermeasure approaches are presented in the literature.
One high impact incident was the Warp Finance attack [6], which caused up to $8 million
worth of damage. Although the TWAP solution [9] has been introduced to prevent future
damage, the researchers have not analyzed the level of damage, especially in some specific
cases (e.g., changing input sizes, collateral factors, and price fluctuation).

Another major incident was the Dopple Finance attack that cost the firm up to more
than half a million dollars [7]. Although Dopple Finance used the TWAP oracle, it was still
attacked by flash loans due to incorrect TWAP implementation. The TWAP implementation
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in Dopple used a spot price instead of a cumulative price which is more stable and resistant
to price manipulation. In addition, Visor Finance was recently attacked by a flash loan
attack twice in as many days [45,47].

Qin et al. [19] investigate flash loan attacks by describing attack parameter optimiza-
tion, quantifying the opportunity loss, and identifying the impact of transaction atomicity
on arbitrage. They also suggest that pump and arbitrage cases can be used to explain
attacker behaviors.

Although previous usage analysis [6] and postmortems [7] of existing attacks are
presented, none of these works compare fair reserve and TWAP, which are the primary
flash loan prevention approaches. The best practice to protect flash loans is always using
TWAP and never using spot prices from DEX. Fair reserve and modified TWAP were
recently proposed after the postmortem from Warp Finance; therefore, this work proposes
a damage analysis model and illustrates the application of the proposed model to the Warp
Finance case.

3. A Novel DeFi Attack Risk Analysis Framework

This section presents a novel Flash loan Attack Analysis (FAA) framework for analyz-
ing the DeFi protocol risks following an attack flow and validating the efficiency of various
mitigation models.

As depicted in Figure 1, the FAA framework consists of five main processes.
(Section 3.1) Damage model formulation: this process converts attack steps (e.g., flowchart,
transaction steps, or text description) to a damage model. Additionally, it defines a core
sub-model, which is a plugin of the damage model. The core submodel represents a mitiga-
tion model, such as the LP token price calculation in the Warp Finance case. (Section 3.2)
Damage model validation: the damage model is validated using the blockchain data
snapshot when the system was under attack. (Section 3.3) Mitigation test: the mitigation
model is plugged into the core submodel. Then, it is tested using the same blockchain data
snapshot as in the previous step. The output from this process provides quantitative results
indicating the efficiency of the particular attack prevention techniques. Here, the outcome
is vital to measure the efficiency of the prevention techniques. As some prevention methods
can protect platforms in specific cases only, the next processes are necessary for uncovering
hidden risks. (Section 3.4) Internal parameter test: the internal parameters are the parame-
ters of the protocols that can be adjusted, such as the collateral ratio, slippage tolerance,
liquidation, and incentive values. In this process, protocol parameters are dynamically
adjusted to test the damage and mitigation models. (Section 3.5) External parameter test:
the external parameters refer to values that do not depend on the protocol, such as token
prices, market conditions, and trading volumes. The impacts of external parameters are
derived from the actual blockchain data. To uncover hidden risks, damage models are
simulated under the conditions of internal and external parameters, and a risk report of
the protocol is generated based on variations of the parameters. The risk report consists of
system damages and prevention quantity under the internal and external parameters. As a
result, developers can simulate the damage and protection level of the prevention strategy
based on various internal and external parameter settings; hence, the DeFi protection can
be maximized. The detailed steps of the process are described in the following sections.
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Figure 1. System overview of the FAA framework.

3.1. Damage Model Formulation

This process is necessary to enable an insightful DeFi risk analysis because it provides a
mathematical model for analyzing the damage from an attack based on different parameters.
The damage model’s inputs are a sequence of actions and asset properties (the so-called
attack flow); an output of the damage model is a mathematical model.

Our proposed FAA framework is developed based on data from the Warp Finance
attack [6]. However, the damage model is generic for flash loan attacks on any DeFi platform
as the mathematical equations define relationships between all the related parameters.

In the Warp Finance incident, the attacker conducted multiple attack steps to exploit
the platform and steal tokens as illustrated in Figure 2. We walk through the exploit steps
and formulate the mathematical model based on attacker’s actions. The following form the
attack flow in the Warp Finance case:

(i) The attacker used flash loans to borrow DAI from dYdX solo margin pools. The amount
of the borrowed DAI is denoted as F0.

(ii) WETH is borrowed from the Uniswap and dYdX solo margin pools using flash loans.
Let F1 denote the maximum amount of WETH the attacker can borrow.

(iii) DAI and WETH were supplied to Uniswap’s WETH-DAI pool to mint WETH-DAI LP
tokens, which would be used as collateral for borrowing tokens from Warp Finance.
Note that the values of the supplied DAI and WETH must be equal. Let r0 and r1
denote the amount of DAI and WETH in the pool, respectively.

(iv) The attacker supplied all DAI (s0) and the equivalent WETH (s1) to the pool:

s0 = F0, (1)

s1 =
r1

r0
· s0 =

r1

r0
· F0. (2)

The minted LP token amount (D), where lp represents the total supply of WETH-DAI
tokens before supplying, is determined by the following equation:

D = lp · s0

r0
= lp · F0

r0
. (3)

After adding liquidity, the pool reserved, and the total LP token supply was changed
as follows:

R0 = r0 + s0 = r0 + F0, (4)

R1 = r1 + s1 = r1 +
r1

r0
· F0 = r1 · (1 +

F0

r0
), (5)
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LP = lp + lp · s0

r0
= lp · (1 + s0

r0
). (6)

(v) Since the exploitation occurred while Warp finance was using their equation, the LP
token price (PLP) was calculated using TWAP and real-time reserves, where twap0
and twap1 denote DAI and WETH TWAP, respectively:

PLP =
R0 · twap0 + R1 · twap1

LP
. (7)

According to the report [6], the root cause of the exploitation related to the LP token
price (PLP) calculation. Hence, we define the LP token price model (i.e., Equation (7))
as the core submodel, which is to be used in the upcoming steps.
All the minted WETH-DAI LP tokens (D) were supplied to Warp Finance as collateral.
LP token value in USD is denoted as (PLP). The attacker was able to borrow tokens
from Warp Finance. The borrowing limit (B) is the deposited LP token value divided
by 1.5, which is the constant collateral value defined by the Warp Finance protocol.

B =
PLP · D

1.5
. (8)

(vi) The attacker swapped the remaining WETH (In1) for DAI (Out0) using the Uniswap
WETH-DAI pool,

In1 = F1 − s1. (9)

Since the token swapping fee is 0.3%, In1 is multiplied by 0.997. Thus, the trading
output can be determined as:

Out0 =
R0

R1 + 0.997In1
· 0.997In1. (10)

This step was the core of the attack as the attacker was able to substantially increase
the amount of WETH (i.e., the expensive token) in the pool. The reserve amount
changed dramatically after the trade:

R′0 = R0 −Out0, (11)

R′1 = R1 + In1. (12)

(vii) At this stage, the changing of real-time reserves causes LP token price updates. The ma-
nipulated LP token price is denoted as P′LP.

P′LP =
R′0 · twap0 + R′1 · twap1

LP
. (13)

The changing of LP token price affects borrow limit value. The manipulated borrow
limit (B′) is determined as follows:

B′ =
P′LP · D

1.5
, (14)

(viii) The attacker borrowed as much DAI as possible from the DAI Warp vault (VDAI).
DAI was the priority borrowed token because the attacker could swap WETH back
at a lower rate in the manipulated WETH-DAI pool. USDC (VUSDC) was borrowed
as the secondary token after the vaults were emptied of DAI. The actual borrowed
amounts (B′DAI and B′USDC) are thus determined by the minimum value between the
borrowing limit and the available liquidity in the vaults:

B′DAI = min(B′, VDAI), (15)
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B′USDC = min(B′ − B′DAI , VUSDC). (16)

(ix) To accomplish the exploit, the attacker had to repay all flash loan positions, particu-
larly, F0 and F1. As the attacker received DAI from the first swap (Out0) and borrowing
(B′DAI), he or she could spare F0 DAI for flash loan repayment. However, he or she did
not have WETH. Hence, he or she swapped all the remaining DAI for WETH from
the manipulated WETH-DAI pool. Here, we can calculate In0 and OutWETH′ as:

In0 = Out0 + B′DAI − F0, (17)

OutWETH′ =
R′1

R′0 + 0.997In0
· 0.997In0. (18)

As the WETH that was swapped for DAI was insufficient for repayment, the attacker
used all the borrowed USDC to buy WETH from the Sushiswap WETH-USDC pool.
Therefore,

OutWETH =
rWETH

rUSDC + 0.997B′USDC
· 0.997B′USDC. (19)

(x) This exploit damaged Warp Finance because the attacker borrowed more tokens than
the proper limit. When the excess amount borrowed was sufficient for flash loan
repayment plus the borrowing fee, the attack was considered successful. The damage
from the attack can be evaluated by the number of tokens the attacker received after
the success of the transaction. We therefore can calculate the value of tokens stolen
from the platform (denoted Φ) as follows:

Φ = max(OutWETH′ + OutWETH − F1 − c, 0). (20)

The next process in formulating the damage model is to define a core submodel, which
is a plugin of this damage model (i.e., Equation (7)). During the analysis, several core
submodels will be applied with the damage model. Since the main vulnerability is related
to the LP token price calculation, the core submodel for this case is the LP token price
model. In this work, two LP token price models are compared: the Warp Finance and fair
reserves models.

(1) Flashloans borrow 

DAI and WETH

dYdX exchange

Sushiswap exchange

Uniswap exchange

Warp finance

(9) Repay flashloans 

DAI and WETH

(2) Flashloans borrow WETH

(3) Supply DAI and WETH

(5) Swap huge amount of  WETH to DAI

(4) Deposit 

WETH-DAI LP

(6) Borrow DAI

and USDC

(7) Swap DAI to WETH

(10) Replay flashloans WETH

(8) Swap USDC to WETH

Figure 2. Warp finance attack steps.
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3.1.1. Warp Finance Model

Warp Finance prevents LP token price manipulation by using Uniswap Oracle TWAP
instead of relying on the real-time price, calculated from reserve tokens. However, there is
no time-weighted-average reserve (TWAR) available on Uniswap Oracle [48]. Thus, it used
the real-time reserve amount, which was the leading cause of the exploitation. According
to Equation (7), the LP token price (PLP) can be calculated by incorporating the real-time
reserve amount (r0 and r1), the TWAP in USDC (twap0 and twap1) and the total supply of
LP tokens (LP).

PLP =
r0 · twap0 + r1 · twap1

LP
(21)

Although the TWAP price is not affected by short term trade, the reserve amount
changes with every trade. This factor is the main vulnerability, where attackers could
increase the reserve of the expensive side token with a substantial trade on Uniswap. As a
result, the LP token price dramatically increases, and attackers can borrow tokens beyond
the proper borrow limit.

3.1.2. Fair Reserves Model

After the exploitation took place, the head developer of Alpha Finance demonstrated
an idea to minimize damage. He proposed a fair reserve price calculation. It provides
time-weighted-average reserves (TWARs), which are derived from the TWAP [49].

The constant product (k) is the product of a pair of reserves (r0 and r1). It remains the
same value during trades to keep the preserved fraction. In actual execution, the constant
product changes slightly every trade due to the trading fee; however, it is negligible because
the fee is very small. The k value will only change after liquidity is added. The real-time
reserves and the TWARs calculate the same k value as shown in Equation (22) below.

k = r0 · r1 = twar0 · twar1 (22)

Token prices (p0 and p1) can be determined by the fraction of their reserves. TWAR
values can be used to calculate the TWAP similarly to the real-time values:

p0 =
r1

r0
· p1, twap0 =

twar1

twar0
· twap1. (23)

From Equation (22), we obtain TWAR values from the following equations:

twar0 =
k

twar1
, (24)

twar1 =
k

twar0
, (25)

substitute Equation (24) into Equation (23):

twap0 =
twar2

1
k
· twap1,

twar2
1 =

k · twap0

twap1
,

twar1 =

√
k · twap0

twap1
,

(26)
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substituting Equation (25) into Equation (23) yields:

twap0 =
k

twar2
0
· twap1,

twar2
0 =

k · twap1

twap0
,

twar0 =

√
k · twap1

twap0
.

(27)

The TWARs can be applied to the LP price calculation as follows:

PLP =
twar0 · twap0 + twar1 · twap1

LP

=

√
k·twar1
twar0

· twap0 +
√

k·twap0
twap1

· twap1

LP

=

√
k·twar1·twap2

0
twar0

+

√
k·twap0·twap2

1
twap1

LP

=

√
k · twar1 · twap0 +

√
k · twap0 · twap1

LP

=
2 ·

√
k · twap1 · twap0

LP
.

(28)

The fair reserve LP token price model is promising as robust defense against price
manipulation in a short period because it is independent of the real-time reserve values.
While the k and LP values are real-time adjustable, they are fractional and have similar
growth rates. As such, they are protected against manipulation.

3.2. Damage Model Validation

In this step, a damage model is evaluated to ensure the correctness of the analysis. This
step uses the damage model formulated in Section 3.1 as an input. The model’s correctness
is identified by comparing the actual case damage to the calculated damage.

We fetched the baseline data from block number 11,473,329 of the Ethereum blockchain,
which was the moment before the attack occurred [50]. We forked the Ethereum main
network state at the particular block by using the Hardhat [51] and Ethers [52] modules.
The retrieved blockchain states are displayed in Table 1.

With the baseline variables in Table 1, the models in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 can be
executed and compared with the actual case. The damage model constructed in Section 3.1
takes inputs (Out′WETH , OutWETH , F1, and c) from the attack flow. Let Φ denote the output,
which is the damage to the DeFi platform. We substitute actual blockchain states into the
damage model in Equation (20). We obtain the result shown in Table 2, column Standard.

The result indicates that the damage calculated from the model matches the damage
from the blockchain history. Specifically, the predicted Φ value exactly matches the actual
damage from the Warp Finance attack case [6]. Therefore, the damage model is valid.
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Table 1. States of Ethereum blockchain number 11,473,329 (just before the attack).

Variable Value Description

r0 58,010,988.36 The amount of DAI in the DAI-WETH Uniswap pool
r1 90,409.01 The amount of WETH in the DAI-WETH Uniswap pool
lp 1,887,324.80 Total LP tokens in the DAI-WETH Uniswap pool
p0 1.00 The real-time price of DAI retrieved from the DAI-USDC Uniswap pool
p1 644.46 The real-time price of WETH retrieved from the WETH-USDC Uniswap pool

twap0 1.00 The time-weighted-average price of DAI retrieved from the DAI-USDC Uniswap pool
twap1 585.00 The time-weighted-average price of WETH retrieved from the WETH-USDC Uniswap pool

F0 2,900,029.98 The available amount of DAI in flash loan services
F1_uni 269,299.92 The available amount of WETH in the Uniswap flashswap service

F1_dydx 76,436.76 The available amount of WETH in the dYdX flash loan service
F1 345,736.68 The available amount of WETH in flash loan services

rUSDC 70,837,678.78 The amount of USDC in the USDC-WETH Sushiswap pool
rWETH 110,167.37 The amount of WETH in the USDC-WETH Sushiswap pool
VDAI 3,862,646.61 The amount of DAI in Warp Vault

VUSDC 3,917,983.81 The amount of USDC in Warp Vault
c 810.90 The Uniswap flashswap service fee (c = F1_uni · 0.00301114)

Table 2. Warp Finance damage model evaluation.

Variable
Model

Remark
Standard Fair Reserves

Φ 1462.81 0 Φ = max(OutWETH′ + OutWETH − F1− c, 0)

OutWETH′ 342,252.88 341,993.69 OutWETH′ =
R′1

R′0+0.997In0
· 0.997In0

OutWETH 5757.51 0 OutWETH = rWETH
rUSDC+0.997B′USDC

· 0.997B′USDC

R′1 436,145.69 436,145.69 R′1 = R1 + In1
R′0 13,288,687.37 13,288,687.37 R′0 = R0 + Out0
In1 341,217.04 341,217.04 In1 = F1 − s1
s1 4519.64 4519.64 s1 = r1

r0
· F0

R0 60,911,018.34 60,911,018.34 R0 = r0 + F0
R1 94,928.65 94,928.65 R1 = r1 + s1

Out0 47,622,330.97 47,622,330.97 Out0 = R0
R1+0.997In1

· 0.997In1
In0 48,584,947.6 48,414,505.16 In0 = Out0 + B′DAI − F0

B′DAI 3,862,646.61 3,692,204.17 B′DAI = min(B′, VDAI)
B′USDC 3,917,983.81 0 B′USDC = min(B′ − B′DAI , VUSDC)

B′ 8,520,374.39 3,692,204.17 B′ = P′LP ·D
1.5

P′LP 135.46 58.70 P′LP =
R′0·twap0+R′1·twap1

LP
D 94,349.34 94,349.34 D = lp · F0

r0

LP 1,981,674.14 1,981,674.14 LP = lp · (1 + F0
r0
)

k n/a 5,782,200,741,141.44 k = R0 · R1

3.3. Mitigation Strategies Evaluation

This stage verifies the mitigation model, which in this case is fair reserves (see
Section 3.1.2). In terms of risk reduction efficiency, the mitigation model is assessed and
compared to the damage model (i.e., the Warp Finance model in Section 3.1.1). This step’s
inputs are all variables in Table 1, with the predicted damage Φ in Table 2, column Fair
reserves as the output.

The mitigation model for the Warp Finance attack case is the fair reserves model. We
replace it with the damage model in the LP token price calculation section (i.e., the core
submodel in Equation (7)). The same blockchain states from Table 1 are substituted into
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the derived Equation (20). The fair reserves model validation result is shown in Table 2,
column Fair reserves. The predicted damage (Φ) is zero (0) when the fair reserves model
is used to calculate the LP token price at the time of attack. Despite token prices being
manipulated with flash loans, the platform remains safe. Hence, the fair reserves model is
an effective measure against the Warp Finance exploit.

Furthermore, we study how the amount of input tokens F1 affects the exploit damage
Φ. Here, we conducted an experiment on the variation of F1 and the effect on the predicted
damage. Figure 3 depicts the predicted system damage against the flash loan amount
ranging from 0 to 500,000.00 WETH. The positive damage indicates the number of tokens
that attackers drain from the platform. On the other hand, a negative value implies that
the platform does not lose tokens. In fact, a negative value indicates the buffer distance
that the damage caused by the attack will not impact the system. This does not mean that
attackers lose tokens equal to the negative magnitude.
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Figure 3. Dynamic flash loan size analysis.

Considering the unlimited supply scenario of the Warp Finance case, the damage
depends linearly on the flash loan size. When the platform reserves are limited, the flash
loan amount does not always correlate with the damage. There is an optimal point that
the attacker needs to consider before executing an attack. In the real-world incident, the
attacker stole 1462.82 WETH from the platform by applying 345,736.68 flash loaned WETH,
which was close to the optimal point. The flash loan amount in the real case was well
calculated by the attacker, as the actual damage is close to the optimal point (see Figure 3).

While the size of the flash loan could damage Warp Finance, it does not impact the
system with a fair reserves scheme. This is because the fair reserves model does not allow
the price of the LP token to be changed within the same block time. As a result, increasing
the flash loan size does not work under the fair reserves model.

3.4. Internal Parameter Test

Analyzing one specific case is insufficient to conclude on the effectiveness of a preven-
tion approach. Several adjustable internal parameters of the platform, such as the collateral
ratio, slippage tolerance, and liquidation incentives, could also be used to limit the potential
damage caused by attackers. Moreover, some fixed parameters could be replaced with
dynamic values to be more flexible in real-world situations. Hence, this step investigates
the dynamics of the internal parameters to discover potential risks. Indeed, applying the
proper settings can limit the potential damage caused by attackers. In this process, the
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proposed damage models are used as inputs, and the output demonstrates the correlation
between the particular parameters and the platform risk.

First, in the Warp Finance protocol, the collateral ratio (C) is a value that can be changed
internally. It relates to the user token borrowing limit (B). The limit directly correlates with
the number of tokens (D) stolen from the platform. Hence, adjusting the collateral ratio
will also decrease the damage from an exploit, as it limits the liquidity drained by attackers.
When the collateral factor is dynamic, the borrowing limit is determined as follows:

B =
PLP · D

C
. (29)

When applying the Warp Finance LP token price model to the dynamic collateral ratio
model, the borrowing limit will be

B =
D · (R0 · twap0 + R1 · twap1)

C · LP
. (30)

Additionally, Equation (29) can be applied to the fair reserves model. The borrowing
limit with a fair reserve and an adjustable collateral ratio is

B =
2 · D ·

√
twap1 · k · twap0

C · LP
. (31)

The above submodels in Equations (30) and (31) are plugged into the proposed damage
model in Section 3.1 and the mitigation model in Section 3.3. We apply the actual blockchain
states in these models and let the collateral ratio be an adjustable value.

Figure 4 depicts the relationship between the collateral ratio and damage from the
attack. Adjusting the collateral ratio can change the number of tokens drained from the
platform and thus potentially prevent exploit damage. In particular, increasing the collateral
ratio will minimize the damage because it reduces the assets drained from the platform.
However, the collateral ratio adjustment introduces a significant drawback. It reduces
the utility of the platform. Generic users could borrow fewer tokens while depositing the
same amount of collateral. While increasing the collateral ratio could gradually reduce the
exploit damage, it requires the user to pay more collateral to borrow the same amount of
tokens. Hence, the platform will become less attractive. Therefore, increasing the collateral
ratio to prevent an attack is not a feasible method.
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3.5. External Parameter Test

Apart from the internal parameters, there are many uncontrollable external parameters
of the ecosystem, for instance, token prices, trading volumes, and market conditions. These
variables should also be considered as potential risks. To minimize platform risks, these
values must also be analyzed.

In this process, the DeFi security practitioner will simulate blockchain states to analyze
the impacts of those states on the platform risks. Considering the Warp Finance platform,
the most relevant external parameter is market conditions. The platform is affected when
the token price moves rapidly, i.e., a fluctuating market. In particular, if the period used to
calculate the time-weighted-average value is too long, it could cause a large price difference
from the real-time values. This could cause errors in some financial transactions.

Since the time-weighted-average values accumulate historical data, they reflect market
conditions more slowly than the real-time data. There might be some cases where the differ-
ence between the real-time price and the TWAP is large enough to be exploited. Therefore,
we propose models to analyze the degree of damage under any market conditions.

First, we need to simulate market conditions under which the real-time price and
TWAP are different. Let ∆pn denote the price difference, and let pn∆ define a real-time price
under any market conditions. Therefore,

pn∆ = twapn · (1 + ∆pn). (32)

Token reserves are the only primitive variables that cause price changes. There-
fore, they must be derived to enable price fluctuation analysis under any market con-
ditions. Here, the derived reserve values (r0∆, r1∆) can be obtained from the constant
product equation:

k = r0 · r1 = twar0 · twar1 = r0∆ · r1∆. (33)

The derived price can also be calculated in the same way as TWARs and real-time reserves:

p0 =
r1

r0
· p1, twap0 =

twar1

twar0
· twap1, p0∆ =

r1∆

r0∆
· p1∆, (34)

finding r1∆:

r1∆ = r0∆ ·
p0∆

p1∆
, (35)

substituting r0δ =
k

r1∆
yields:

r1∆ =
k

r1δ
· p0∆

p1∆

=

√
k · p0∆

p1∆

=

√
k ·

twap0 · (1 + ∆p0)

twap1 · (1 + ∆p1)
,

(36)

finding r0∆:

r0∆ =
k

r1∆
. (37)

After obtaining the derived reserve values, we can apply them to all models that we
wish to analyze under various market conditions. The model is validated to ensure the
correctness of the outcome. Therefore, we compare the derived reserves with the actual
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reserves at a target price. The model is valid when the two values are equal. From the
actual data, the differences between the real-time price and TWAP are:

∆p0 =
(p0 − twap0)

twap0
=

(1− 1)
1

= 0,

∆p1 =
(p1 − twap1)

twap1
=

(644.46− 585)
585

= 0.1016410256.

Then, we apply the price differences to the model to find the reserve value:

r1∆ =

√
k ·

twap0 · (1 + ∆p0)

twap1 · (1 + ∆p1)

=

√
5, 244, 716, 026, 749.124 · 1 · (1 + 0)

585 · (1 + 0.1016410256)

= 90211.72882.

According to the actual case in Table 1: r1, there were 90,409.01 WETH in the DAI-
WETH Uniswap pool. This is slightly different from 90,211.72882, which was the simulated
value r1∆. Here, the degree of difference is 0.2186%. This was because the TWAP was
fetched from the USDC-WETH pool, but the simulated reserve amount was related to the
DAI-WETH pool. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the simulated value must be the same as the
actual value. However, there was no TWAP for the DAI-WETH pool. Thus, we used the
USDC-WETH pool to simulate DAI-WETH reserves. Considering the degree of difference,
the simulation result is acceptable.

However, price fluctuations influence the exploit damage. When token prices change
rapidly, the margin between the real-time value and time-weighted-average value increases.
A large price gap might cause vulnerabilities in platforms that rely on TWAP.

Figure 5 demonstrates that the exploit damage varies under different market condi-
tions. The Warp Finance exploit case relies on the WETH price from two different sources,
i.e., the real-time price and the TWAP. In our analysis, we simulated market conditions
based on the difference between price sources, namely, ∆p0 and ∆p1. Negative delta values
represent the bear market condition, where the WETH prices drop dramatically in a short
period of time. The real-time price is lower than the TWAP in a bear market. In contrast,
the bull market condition occurs when the token price drastically rises. The real-time price
is higher than the TWAP.
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Market fluctuations potentially damage in both the Warp Finance model and the fair
reserves model. According to our simulations, the exploit damage is expanded when the
WETH price dramatically falls, i.e., the negative x-axis in Figure 5. A bear market supports
attackers in leveraging TWAP WETH to borrow stable coins from the platform and use
them to buy back WETH at a discount rate, i.e., the real-time price. Thus, they obtain extra
WETH after the flash loan repayment. When the market crashes, attackers can drain assets
from the platform without price manipulation. As a result, the fair reserves model, which
can protect against short term price manipulation, cannot prevent damage in this case.

As shown in Figure 5, the attack damage mostly occurs in unlimited supply cases.
There are many external conditions that attenuate exploit damage in limited supply cases,
such as limited borrowing amounts, slippages, and price impacts. However, it is difficult to
find such a vulnerability, which requires the WETH price to decrease by at least 60% before
the TWAP updates (i.e., 1 h in the Warp Finance case). In fact, the causes of the market crash,
for example, rug pull [26], failure of the project, and hacking, are significant. Moreover,
attackers will face challenges, such as, a high transaction fee or a quick recovery of the
market price difference. Specifically, if they attempt to attack the platform, the blockchain
traffic will be congested. Hence, the fee becomes more expensive. Moreover, when there is
a price difference between markets, arbitrageurs will quickly recover the price difference
between the two platforms. Hence, it is difficult for attackers to exploit in extreme market
conditions. However, our best practice suggestion is to prepare for such cases.

4. Our Insights

This paper provides insight into possible exploit damage, which can be used to
evaluate prevention methods. Specifically, for the case of Warp Finance, the fair reserve
model was proposed to prevent flash loan attacks. Model valuation can be accomplished by
considering the damage it can prevent. The fair reserves model can protect 1462.82 WETH
in damage from the Warp Finance platform exploit. The protected values are expanded
under increased supplies. This means that the model should be evaluated on at least
1462.82 WETH and can be scaled up with the project supply.

The results from Sections 3.3–3.5 indicate that the Warp Finance LP token price model
fails to protect the exploit in most circumstances. Specifically, the damage increases in the
size of flash loans. Raising the collateral ratio can limit the exploit damage, but it affects
the general applications of the platform. The damage is much expanded in a bear market,
which exhibits a price between real-time price and TWAP.

On the other hand, the fair reserves model is a promising solution that can completely
protect against the exploit damage under normal market conditions. Attackers cannot cause
damage to the platform regardless of flash loan sizes. However, in an extreme downtrend
(i.e., token prices fall by at least 60% in one hour), exploit damage exists under the fair
reserves model. It is a rare case but should be considered to cover all risk factors in the
platform. After applying the FAA framework, we found a risk that has not been mentioned
in any media. We suggest a workaround to address this issue by adding an instant oracle
update when token prices drastically change. Moreover, there are several methods to
respond to flash loan attacks, such as delay requirements, sanity checks, limited minting,
using distributed price sources, and complying with TWAP best practices. The trade-offs
of these methods will be discussed in the following section.

5. Flash Loan Countermeasures

This section suggests six (6) flash loan countermeasures for protecting the DeFi system
against adversaries. These techniques can also be applied and tested with the FAA frame-
work proposed in Section 3 to harden the security of the DeFi platform. We incorporate
existing solutions with lessons learned from several analyses conducted in this research to
suggest the best practice for the DeFi developer and researcher, as detailed below.
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5.1. TWAP Update Threshold Technique

The fair reserves model could protect against all damages in a normal market. How-
ever, according to our analysis in Section 3.5, the fair reserves model is still vulnerable in
an extreme downtrend. When the real-time price falls and TWAP does not update, there is
a price gap that allows traders to borrow many tokens from the platform and spend them
at a premium price. This could cause damage to the platform. There is a workaround to
prevent rapid market fluctuation, specifically, defining a price change threshold to trigger
TWAP updating. This method will balance the real-time price and the TWAP and prevent
damage in extreme market conditions.

5.2. Delay Requirement Technique

This countermeasure could disrupt a flash loan attack, as all internal transactions must
be completed within a time block to satisfy flash loan execution [5]. As a result, flash loan
attacks are completely blocked from the system. Therefore, this strategy is unsuitable for
any flash loan service. However, this method cannot protect against damage if the attacker
spends his or her own tokens attacking the platform.

Note that, this solution does not completely ban the flash loan functionality. If the DEX
wants to provide a flash loan service, it can enable the flash loan. The implementation of
the delay solution will only block the “in-bound” flash loan from outside the DEX, whereas
the “out-bound” flash loan from the DEX to other platforms will still be available. Hence,
this solution allows DEX to block the flash loan from high-risk schemes.

5.3. Sanity Check Technique

With the atomic characteristic of a blockchain transaction, all state changes can be
reverted if they do not meet a specific condition. Here, a sanity check technique is used
to validate any state before and after an activity. A check statement [53] can be included at
the end of a transaction to prevent an anomaly. For instance, the LP token price can be
recorded at the beginning of the transaction and checked if it changes excessively at the
end of that transaction.

5.4. Minting Limit Technique

A minting limit can be implemented in a smart contract. It restricts the maximum
flash loan volume per day to reduce risk from flash loan attacks. However, the daily
minting limits may cause a development team to pay more attention to the system every
day. Therefore, they can be extended to limit minting by phase.

Phase minting separates minting into phases. For example, let us set the phase minting
limit to 10 K, 20 K, and 100 K. When LP tokens nearly reach the minting limit at each phase,
the system will go to the next phase or the minting limit will be increased by using votes
from a system that has governance tokens. In addition, the phased minting limit usually
includes a time lock [54] to be more transparent and secure.

5.5. Multiple Price Source Technique

In many cases, platforms that obtain token prices from an oracle are still vulnerable
to price manipulation attacks. A single price source, especially an automated market
maker (AMM) price oracle [48], might be insufficient to protect against price manipulation.
Hence, using more than one price source makes the system more difficult and expensive to
manipulate. The price sources should be curated from different points [55].
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5.6. Suggested Practice for TWAP Implementation

Although the concept of TWAP seems to be sufficient to prevent price manipulation
from the rapid change of the token price, an incident related to the improper implemen-
tation of the TWAP technique can still be seen. For instance, a report in [7] indicates that
the root cause of the Dopple Finance attack was due to improper TWAP implementation
in which the platform obtained only a few data points from an oracle. Hence, the attacker
can easily manipulate the token price within only one update. In addition to the number
of data points, the updating interval should also be considered carefully. Specifically, the
too-short period might not prevent price manipulation efficiently, whereas the too-long
period could cause a price inefficiency issue. Here, our proposed FFA framework can be
used to do quantitative analysis to estimate the best parameter settings, e.g., the number of
data points from an oracle and the optimal period to consider.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes the FAA framework for conducting an insightful analysis of DeFi
exploits. Our framework was used to analyze the famous Warp Finance exploit. It allows
us to determine the damage while varying many internal and external factors, including
dynamic flash loan sizes, the adjustable collateral ratio, and market fluctuations. We have
presented an insightful analysis of the Warp Finance and fair reserves LP token price
prevention methods. Our analysis indicated that the Warp Finance LP token price model
failed to prevent exploitation in most circumstances; specifically, the damage increases
with the size of flash loans. Although the fair reserves model was a promising solution, in
an extreme market downtrend (i.e., token prices fall by at least 60% in an hour), exploit
damage was still predicted. Many scenarios presented in this paper reveal the shortcomings
of existing prevention solutions for the DeFi ecosystem, especially against flash loan attacks.
In future work, we plan to test our framework on a broader number of cases, such as
Dopple Finance.
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Abbreviations

USDT/USDC US Dollars pegged, an asset-backed cryptocurrency stablecoin. USDT and USDC
are managed by Tether company limited, Hong Kong and Centre consortium,
respectively [56].

ETH Ether, an unstable token for the Ethereum chain [57].
WETH Wrapped Ether is an ERC-20 token that represents a wrapped version of

Ethereum [57].
DAI A stable token whose value is kept close to one USD using a smart contract

system [42].
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LP A token from a liquidity provider, which is given to users who loan their tokens
to a liquidity pool [37].

DEX Decentralized exchange, a marketplace where transactions occur directly between
crypto traders [40].

TWAP Time Weighted Average Price, the average price of an asset over a specific period
of time [9].

TWAR Time-Weighted-Average Reserve, the average amount of tokens in a pool of the
platform [8].
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